Rural & Northern
Communities
#VoteBetter for #BetterCommunities

As Ontario becomes more and more dominated
by the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) in terms of
population share, economic activity and political
influence, it is easy to understand why rural areas
and the north often feel neglected.
The province must recognize that even though these
areas are changing in terms of demographics and
economic opportunities, they are not disappearing.
The right set of investments and maintaining their
public services can allow them to continue making
a significant contribution to the provincial economy
and improve the quality of life of the 20 per cent of
the provincial population that lives there.
The modernization of farming and resource
development has resulted in fewer employment
opportunities. But with education, training, and
support for innovative new employers, we will
open new opportunities in areas such as education,
health care, retail, and tourism.
Rural and northern communities are not just part of
our heritage. They must be an important part of our
future.
A better Ontario means #BetterCommunities. Let’s
#VoteBetter.

Nearly three million Ontarians live in rural or
northern communities.
Change is needed now.
Closing public facilities such as schools, ServiceOntario
Centres, LCBOs, and post offices deprives rural and
northern communities of important community hubs
and good-paying jobs.
Traditional farming and resource based jobs are in
decline but centralizing education and training facilities
in urban centres severely limits workers’ ability to
develop new skills and find jobs in their home areas.
Inadequate funding leaves smaller rural communities
with basic sewer and water systems that are out of
compliance with current environmental regulations.

Platform Priorities:
Call a moratorium on the closure of
schools, ServiceOntario Centres, LCBOs
and post offices.
Invest in education and training, and
innovative, job-creating small businesses.
Commit to the infrastructure investment
needed to make rural communities healthy,
and new northern resource development a
reality.
Establish a Ministry of Rural and Northern
Communities to support and advocate for
these communities.
Reopen the University of Guelph’s
agricultural campuses in Kemptville and
Alfred, which perform vital training and
research for farmers across Ontario.
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Platform Highlights
Economy

Society

Stopping privatization and P3s will save us billions
of dollars — savings we can use to invest in a better
Ontario. We need a moratorium on new privatization, and
a cost-benefit analysis of all current privatizations and
P3s, including the sale of alcohol in grocery stores.

Fostering equality and diversity will keep our
communities safe, caring, and healthy. By investing in
community services, universal public child care, and
affordable housing, we will ensure our prosperity is fairly
shared regardless of age, race, religion, or where you
live.

Jobs
Ending precarious work and investing in pay equity will
reduce poverty and inequality and all the damage they do
to our communities. We need a decent minimum wage,
safe workplaces, and the freedom to join a union.

Health
Investing properly in health care will ease wait times and
overcrowding in hospitals, home care, and long-term
care. Stable, long-term funding is key — we must have
guaranteed annual health investment increases tied to the
health care inflation rate.

Education
Guaranteeing every Ontarian access to quality education
— from grade school to college and university — will
ensure we are ready for the jobs and the economy of the
future. Public school classes must be properly staffed,
and college and university should be free.

Public Services
Reinforcing and expanding public services will provide
Ontario a strong foundation for long-term economic
growth and social equality. From corrections to “digital
government,” we must invest in our public service
workers to ensure our safety, prosperity, and privacy are
always protected.

Rural and Northern Communities
Investing in rural and northern communities will pay
long-term dividends to every single Ontarian. When our
farming and resource communities have safe roads, good
health care, quality schools, and accessible services,
their economies thrive, boosting the economy of the
entire province.

Environment
Protecting the environment will bolster our economy and
improve the lives of all Ontarians. We must ensure every
community has access to clean water and clear air, and
shares fairly in the benefits from sustainable resources.

For more information, visit www.opseu.org/votebetter

